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Your Very Own Robot
Separated from her friends by different bunkhouses
and activities, and worried that a classmate will
reveal that she is a nerd at home, Sarah's second
summer at Camp Lakeview gets even worse when an
injury and an attentive boy interfere with her
reputation as the camp's star athlete.

Natalie's Secret
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When Tori's parents allow her to invite five Lakeview
girls on a California ski trip over President's Weekend,
she agonizes over how to tell the others they cannot
come, then learns that the camp reunion is scheduled
for the same weekend.

Winter Games
During the last weeks of summer camp, eleven-yearold Alex Kim has trouble hiding a secret from the
other girls in bunk 3C while also trying to meet the
high standards she sets for herself in sports,
relationships, and other activities.

Three Sides of a Heart: Stories About
Love Triangles
On the morning of her sixteenth birthday, Renée
Winters was still an ordinary girl. She spent her
summers at the beach, had the perfect best friend,
and had just started dating the cutest guy at school.
No one she'd ever known had died. But all that
changes when she finds her parents dead in the
Redwood Forest, in what appears to be a strange
double murder. After the funeral Renée's wealthy
grandfather sends her to Gottfried Academy, a
remote and mysterious boarding school in Maine

Lost on the Amazon
Natalie Greco loves being a teacher, even though she
can't keep her students from cruising sex.com during
class. She loves her family, too, but her boyfriend fits
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in better with the football-crazy Grecos than she does.
Then a colleague, handsome Angus Holt, talks Nat
into teaching a class at a local prison, and her world
turns upside down. A violent prison riot breaks out,
and Nat rushes to save the life of a mortally wounded
guard whose last words are: "Tell my wife it's under
the floor." Nat delivers the cryptic message, but
before she knows it, she's suspected of murder and
hiding from cops and killers alike. She is forced on the
run to solve the riddle of the dead man's last words
and to save her own life—and find real love.

Hide and Shriek #14
Bryn Reyes is a real life sleeping beauty. Afflicted with
Klein-Levin Syndrome, she suffers episodes of
prolonged sleep that steal weeks, and sometimes
even months, from her life. But unlike most KLS
patients, she doesn’t spend each episode in a
catatonic state or wake up with no recollection of the
time she’s missed. Instead, Bryn spends half her life
in an alternate reality made up of her memories. For
Bryn, the past is a place, until one day a boy she’s
never met before washes up on the illusory beach of
her dreams with no memory of who he is. But the
appearance of this strange boy isn’t the only thing
that’s changed. Bryn’s symptoms are worsening, her
body weakening as she’s plagued by hallucinations
even while awake. Her only hope of finding a cure is
to undergo experimental treatment created by a
German specialist. But when Dr. Banz reveals that he
knows more about her strange symptoms than he
originally let on, Bryn learns that the boy in her head
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might actually be the key to understanding what’s
happening to her, and worse, that if she doesn’t find
out his identity before it’s too late, they both may not
survive.

Freaky Tuesday #17
It's Topsy-Turvy Day at Camp Walla-Walla and lucky
Brynn is head counselor for the day. As top banana
she has the authority to do whatever she wants, so
she schedules a romantic night swimming activity to
squeeze in face time with her new crush, Ben. Now if
only she could use her power to make Ben like her
back . . .

Charmed Forces #19
This publication highlights key issues and principles to
be considered in the drafting, adoption and
implementation of mental health legislation and best
practice in mental health services. It contains
examples of diverse experiences and practices, as
well as extracts of laws and other legal documents
from a range of different countries, and a checklist of
key policy components. Three main elements of
effective mental health legislation are identified,
relating to context, content and process.

The Tower of Nero
When her mother makes her leave Manhattan to
attend summer camp in Pennsylvania, Natalie tries to
overcome her aversion to nature and makes new
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friends.

Camp Half-Blood Confidential
Pete and Penny live above Pizzarelli's, the family pizza
parlor, in the small town of Rellaville. They're excited
when their parents go out of town, leaving them in
charge along with their quirky uncle. But everything
goes downhill fast when the family's top-secret pizza
sauce recipe is lost! Readers figure out puzzles
alongside the main characters and those clues lead
them to solve the mystery!

Second Time's the Charm #7
From the Publisher: Jonathan Safran Foer spent much
of his teenage and college years oscillating between
omnivore and vegetarian. But on the brink of
fatherhood-facing the prospect of having to make
dietary choices on a child's behalf-his casual
questioning took on an urgency. His quest for answers
ultimately required him to visit factory farms in the
middle of the night, dissect the emotional ingredients
of meals from his childhood, and probe some of his
most primal instincts about right and wrong. Brilliantly
synthesizing philosophy, literature, science, memoir
and his own detective work, Eating Animals explores
the many fictions we use to justify our eating habitsfrom folklore to pop culture to family traditions and
national myth-and how such tales can lull us into a
brutal forgetting. Marked by Foer's profound moral
ferocity and unvarying generosity, as well as the
vibrant style and creativity that made his previous
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books, Everything is Illuminated and Extremely Loud
and Incredibly Close, widely loved, Eating Animals is a
celebration and a reckoning, a story about the stories
we've told-and the stories we now need to tell.

Case of the Secret Sauce #1
This fabulous format makes mailing letters from camp
as easy as filling in the blanks. Twenty-one original
letters are illustrated with full-color spot art that
children can fill in and then mail. Letters perf-out and
can be sealed with the enclosed stickers.
Consumable.

Golden Girls #16
Brynn’s just transferred to a brand-new school in a
town close by. A town in Bizarro World, that is, where
academic excellence is the fast track to popularity
and Candace—yes, quiet, seemingly insecure
Candace—is the reigning queen bee. Brynn’s not sure
how she’ll ever fit in to this parallel universe, until one
day she notices Candace crumbling under the weight
of some serious self-imposed stress. So Brynn takes
Candace under her wing and teaches her the fine art
of chilling out before she turns into a complete basket
case at the tender age of thirteen.

Alex's Challenge
During her second summer at camp, Grace tries to
balance her enthusiasm for fun activities, including
trying out for a play, with her promise to her parents
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to read two books.

Winner Takes All
Gaby wants to get along with the other girls in her
bunkhouse, but she craves attention so much that she
lies and says her brother is on a new reality television
show, and then when he wins the grand prize of a trip
for his entire family, she thinks her only hope is to run
away from camp.

Dead Beautiful
During Color War, Natalie buddies up to the sixth
division girls and ditches her fifth division friends, who
couldn't be more immature. Then Nat inadvertently
catches the attention of a sixth division boy, and
without so much as a blink of an eye, she's kicked out
of the sixth division circle flat on her fifth division
butt. Will Nat's friends take her back? Sure, but first
she'll have to own up to a lot of immaturity on her
part.

Dreamer's Pool
During her third year at Camp Lakeview, resident
tomboy Priya finds that being best friends with a boy
has some drawbacks now that they are both growing
up.

Miss Manhattan
You may think you know the love triangle, but you've
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never seen love triangles like these. These top YA
authors tackle the much-debated trope of the love
triangle, and the result is sixteen fresh, diverse, and
romantic stories you don’t want to miss. This
collection, edited by Natalie C. Parker, contains
stories written by Renee Ahdieh, Rae Carson, Brandy
Colbert, Katie Cotugno, Lamar Giles, Tessa Gratton,
Bethany Hagan, Justina Ireland, Alaya Dawn Johnson,
EK Johnston, Julie Murphy, Garth Nix, Natalie C.
Parker, Veronica Roth, Sabaa Tahir, and Brenna
Yovanoff. A teen girl who offers kissing lessons.
Zombies in the Civil War South. The girl next door, the
boy who loves her, and the girl who loves them both.
Vampires at a boarding school. Three teens fighting
monsters in an abandoned video rental store. Literally
the last three people on the planet. What do all these
stories have in common? The love triangle.

It's Complicated
A companion guide to THE TRIALS OF APOLLO series,
set in the world of PERCY JACKSON. Camp Half-Blood
FYI is the funny insider's guide to the demigod
training camp in Long Island, narrated by none other
than Percy Jackson himself, and other favourite
characters will be heard from, too. In response to an
awful camp orientation video created by the god
Apollo, Percy Jackson and other residents of Camp
Half-Blood answer such questions as "What is this
place?" and "Do I get to keep the T-shirt?" Newbies
can check out the section on the Divine Cabins, read
up on Magical Landmarks, and consult the chapter of
Training Arenas. But Camp Half-Blood Confidential
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explores much more than just the buildings and
grounds. It includes info that can only be learned from
those who live there. For instance, campers do not
always co-exist in peace and harmony. The camp is
not run with superior efficiency. Prophecies do not
flow forth with great regularity. Sprinkled throughout
are stories from heroes who have called Camp HalfBlood home or just passed through on their way to
places unknown. Chiron himself introduces the book
with a brief history of training based on his millennia
of experience. And, of course, divine words of wisdom
from the god Apollo himself are included, because the
demigod authors would prefer not to be struck down
by him, thank you very much.

Letters from Camp Mad Libs
Alyssa finds an amethyst, a stone believed to aid in
psychic awareness. Suddenly she?s interpreting
dreams and making predictions, all with 100 percent
accuracy. While half the camp girls are believers, the
other half are skeptics, attributing the gem?s track
record to coincidence. Not that Alyssa cares what
anyone thinks. In fact, she?s so attached to the
amethyst, she names it Amy. But when a prediction
causes the bunk to miss a Phillies game?where Justin
Timberlake sings?even the believers cross over to the
dark side. Still, Alyssa proclaims that the chances of
her giving up the amethyst are ?as likely as a
snowstorm in July.? And lo and behold, the next
morning the campus is carpeted in snow.
Coincidence? Only Amy knows for sure . . .
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Topsy-Turvy #24
Rick Riordan collectors won't want to miss this signed
limited edition of the finale of the Trials of Apollo
series. Complete your Trials of Apollo collection with
this signed and numbered limited edition with
exclusive frontispiece art by series illustrator John
Rocco and a handsome full-color case. Lester's
demigod friends at Camp Jupiter just helped him
survive attacks from bloodthirsty ghouls, an evil
Roman king and his army of the undead, and the
lethal emperors Caligula and Commodus. Now the
former god Apollo and his demigod master Meg must
follow a prophecy uncovered by Ella the harpy.
Lester's final challenge will be at the Tower of Nero,
back in New York. Will Meg have a last showdown with
her father? Will this weak form of Apollo have to face
his arch nemesis, Python? Who will be on hand at
Camp Half-Blood to assist? These questions and more
will be answered in the breathtaking, action-packed
finale of the Trials of Apollo series.

Reality Bites
Having left summer camp to return home, the girls
from bunk 3C use a blog to keep one another
informed of their struggles adjusting to sixth grade at
their respective schools and to new situations at
home.

Eating Animals
When Celia feels she is not popular enough to win the
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Coral Grove student representative elections she
becomes the brains behind her best friend Mari's
campaign.

How to Get a Great Job in 90 Days Or
Less
Award-winning author Juliet Marillier “weaves magic,
mythology, and folklore into every sentence on the
page” (The Book Smugglers). Now she begins an allnew and enchanting series that will transport readers
to a magical vision of ancient Ireland. In exchange for
help escaping her long and wrongful imprisonment,
embittered magical healer Blackthorn has vowed to
set aside her bid for vengeance against the man who
destroyed all that she once held dear. Followed by a
former prison mate, a silent hulk of a man named
Grim, she travels north to Dalriada. There she’ll live
on the fringe of a mysterious forest, duty bound for
seven years to assist anyone who asks for her help.
Oran, crown prince of Dalriada, has waited anxiously
for the arrival of his future bride, Lady Flidais. He
knows her only from a portrait and sweetly poetic
correspondence that have convinced him Flidais is his
destined true love. But Oran discovers letters can lie.
For although his intended exactly resembles her
portrait, her brutality upon arrival proves she is
nothing like the sensitive woman of the letters. With
the strategic marriage imminent, Oran sees no way
out of his dilemma. Word has spread that Blackthorn
possesses a remarkable gift for solving knotty
problems, so the prince asks her for help. To save
Oran from his treacherous nuptials, Blackthorn and
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Grim will need all their resources: courage, ingenuity,
leaps of deduction, and more than a little magic.

And the Winner Is #18
When Tricia Bennett, the First Daughter of the
country?s first ?green? president, arrives at Walla
Walla, Natalie is assigned to show her the ropes.
Walla Walla is going green this summer, so Tricia
should fit right in. But when a national newspaper
shows up on camp grounds and finds a pile of used
Styrofoam containers behind the girls? bunk,
somehow Natalie gets the blame. And you?ll never
believe who the culprit is!

Camp Secret
Under the cover of a deceptively normal summer
camp, a select group of recruits face weeks of
training, mind games and betrayal in a top secret
Junior Spy program.

A Fair to Remember
The girls go on an overnight and share horror stories
around the campfire. But it’s the one about Cropsy,
the creepy old man who lives just outside the
campgrounds and is known for torturing Lakeview
campers, that hits closest to home. Especially when
Chelsea leaves the group for a bathroom break in the
woods and doesn’t return after 45 minutes. No sooner
do her bunkmates go after her then do they realize
they’ve completely lost their way and are now at the
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mercy of the evil Cropsy’s whims!

Grace's Twist
Provides tips on finding a new job and preparing
yourself to succeed.

Wish You Weren't Here
Natalie is a city girl and more interested in fresh sushi
than fresh air, so she's less than thrilled when she's
packed off to Camp Lakeview. 9 yrs+

In It to Win It #25
Strange tropical diseases can wipe out entire
communities and morph into worldwide epidemics.
You are a young doctor specialising in dealing with
such threats. Now you face a journey into the heart of
the Amazon jungle where your medical team has
mysteriously disappeared in the search for a cure.
You must open your heart and mind; the Amazon
does not yield its treasures easily. Possible endings:
28 Kilometres of river to travel: 24,000 Days since
your friends were last seen: 6 Dangerous animal
encounters: 12 Poisoned arrows: 4 Witch doctors: 1

TTYL
Surveys the online social habits of American teens
and analyzes the role technology and social media
plays in their lives, examining common
misconceptions about such topics as identity, privacy,
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danger, and bullying.

The Girl In Between
You remember Peter, donÕt you? AveryÕs brother,
Peter? You know, the actor guy . . . The one who tried
to use Natalie to get to her famous actor dad? Yeah,
that Peter. Well, guess whose parents are forcing him
to go to the Walla Walla reunion? But thatÕs not the
half of itÑturns out, Peter arrives at the reunion only
to discover heÕs developing feelings for NatalieÑthe
real kind this time. And the best chance he has at
getting into her good graces might very well involve
dressing up in a skirt and carrying pom-poms!

Trigger Warning
When Natalie’s dad is nominated for a Best Actor
Oscar, she flies to L.A. for the week, where she plans
on hanging out with Tori and also taking her to the
Oscars. But when Natalie hits it off with Tori’s friend
Reed, Tori feels left out and picks a giant fight, which
culminates in Natalie rescinding Tori’s invitation to
the Oscars and giving it to Reed instead. Cut to:
Natalie and Tori and their tearful reconciliation.
Unfortunately the only way for Natalie to really enjoy
this happilyever- after ending is to find a replacement
ticket to the Oscars!

Big Al
Thirteen-year-old Jenna is excited to have all of her
friends visit her lake house for the Memorial Day
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holiday and local fair until she finds out her twin
brother has invited David, her old crush and Sarah's
current boyfriend.

Jenna's Dilemma
Your parents are scientists. One day, they throw some
pieces of a robot into the rubbish. If you can figure
out how to put the pieces together, you'll have a
robot of your very own! But do you know enough to
control it? Or will it take over your school?

Best (Boy)Friend Forever
Sworn city girl Natalie Goode is actually
back—voluntarily—at Lakepuke for more. More messfood cooking, more bug-infested bunk beds, and even
more nature shack (well, maybe not nature shack; a
girl has to maintain some standards, after all). And
even though the returning 3C-ers have been split up,
she’s still got Alyssa as her bunkmate and official
summertime BFF. Unfortunately, there’s a new
camper on the scene! Tori is sophisticated, literate,
and very cute. Good thing Natalie’s not the jealous
type . . . or is she?

Daddy's Girl
Welcome to Hollywood, circa 1950, the end of the
Golden Age. A remarkably handsome young boy, still
a teenager, gets "discovered by a big-time movie
agent. Because when he takes his shirt off young
hearts beat faster, because he is the picture of
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innocence and trust and need, he will become a star.
It seems almost preordained. The open smile says,
"You will love me," and soon the whole world does.
The young boy's name was Tab Hunter—a made-up
name, of course, a Hollywood name—and it was his
time. Stardom didn't come overnight, although it
seemed that way. In fact, the fame came first, when
his face adorned hundreds of magazine covers; the
movies, the studio contract, the name in lights—all
that came later. For Tab Hunter was a true product of
Hollywood, a movie star created from a stable boy, a
shy kid made even more so by the way his
schoolmates—both girls and boys—reacted to his
beauty, by a mother who provided for him in every
way except emotionally, and by a secret that both
tormented him and propelled him forward. In Tab
Hunter Confidential: The Making of a Movie Star,
Hunter speaks out for the first time about what it was
like to be a movie star at the end of the big studio
era, to be treated like a commodity, to be told what to
do, how to behave, whom to be seen with, what to
wear. He speaks also about what it was like to be gay,
at first confused by his own fears and misgivings,
then as an actor trapped by an image of boy-nextdoor innocence. And when he dared to be difficult, to
complain to the studio about the string of mostly
mediocre movies that were assigned to him, he
learned that just like any manufactured product, he
was disposable—disposable and replaceable. Hunter's
career as a bona fide movie star lasted a decade. But
he persevered as an actor, working continuously at a
profession he had come to love, seeking—and
earning—the respect of his peers, and of the
Hollywood community. And so, Tab Hunter
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Confidential is at heart a story of survival—of the
giddy highs of stardom, and the soul-destroying lows
when phone calls begin to go unreturned; of the need
to be loved, and the fear of being consumed; of the
hope of an innocent boy, and the rueful summation of
a man who did it all, and who lived to tell it all.

WHO Resource Book on Mental Health,
Human Rights and Legislation
Eleven-year-old Jenna Bloom, contending with the
separation of her parents and the unwanted presence
of her twin brother and older sister at Camp Lakeview,
is determined to make a name for herself by pulling
the ultimate prank. Original.

Tab Hunter Confidential
JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHERE OTHERS FEAR TO
TREAD. From the bestselling authors of The
Doomsday Bunker, Black Friday, and Stand Your
Ground comes the explosive story of a college under
siege—and freedom under fire . . . POLITICAL
CORRECTNESS WON’T SAVE YOU Former Army
Ranger Jake Rivers is not your typical Kelton College
student. He is not spoiled, coddled, or ultra-lib like his
classmates who sneer at the “soldier boy.” Rivers is
not “triggered” by “microaggressions.” He is not
outraged by “male privilege” and “cisgender
bathrooms.” He does not need a “safe space.” Or
coloring books. Jake needs an education. And when
terror strikes, the school needs Jake . . . Without
warning, the sounds of gunfire plunge the campus
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into a battle zone. A violent gang of marauders invade
the main hall, taking students as hostages for big
ransom money. As a veteran and patriot, Jake won’t
give in to their demands. But to fight back, he needs
to enlist his fellow classmates to school these special
snowflakes in the not-so-liberal art of war. This time,
the aggression isn’t “micro.” It’s life or death. And
only the strong survive . . . Live Free. Read Hard.

Politically Incorrect #23
A big, ugly fish has trouble making the friends he
longs for because of his appearance--until the day his
scary appearance saves them all from a fisherman's
net.
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